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transmits 
computer 

ower to kl oscow 
General Electric demonstrated the 

world's first international commercial 
data processing network link with the 
Soviet Union at Electronmash-73, an elec- 
tronic trade exposition held in Moscow, 
April 4 throu* 1 5. 

During daily on-line demonstrations, 
GE representatives and many attendees of 
the show used a Mark III computer in 
Ohio for production scheduling, critical 
path method and business report gnara- 
tion applications. A GE representative 
reports that interest was keen. "Several 
hundred people would gather in anticipa- 
tion of each ' scheduled demonstration." 

Over ten thousand Russians visited the 
GE exhibit during the eleven day exhibi- 
tion of electronic equipment. 

The success of the special Moscow-to- 
London dial-up telephone link used to 
llnk the terminals to the Supercenter, 
clearly demonstrated the technological 
feasibility of such a service on a regular 
commercial basis. 

The show, was sponsored by the 
Moscow Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry. 

In response to increasing usage of the 
Mark III service by firms based in Alaska, 
the In for mat ion Services Business 
Division announced that these customers 
will now be charged at the same rate as 
continental U.S. customers. 

Effective April 1, the announcement 
eliminates a premium charged to partially 
offset the Mgtrer costs incurred in making 
the service adable .  Local dial-up senrice 
has been available in Alaska since 
November 197 1. 

TERMINAL PRICE REDUCTION 

The TermiNet-300 ASR, a 30 char- 
acter-per-second terminal with automatic 
send and receive capabilities and paper 
tape punch and reader, now leases for 
$2 15 per month. 

The 1 3% price reduction is in effect as 
of May 1. Customers currently leasing the 
ASR unit may take advantage of the price 
change by terminating their current con- 
tracts and signing a new one-year lease at 
the new price. 

(Check with your account repre- 
sentative for further details.) 



..~w. GE r e p r e m ~ ~ . ~  ieports that, "At .....s we were in dankra .. ... 
as they strained to get closer and see more." 

BlUlNQ IMPROVEMENT 

To eliminate any rounding discrep- 
ancies, two additional decimal places have 
been added to the cost figures on the 
monthly Invoice supplement. 

Now, when the units on the Invoice 
are multiplied by the unit cost, the totals 
match rather than being just close. 
This improvement should simplify 

monthly bill reconciliation. 

"Second, the service provides Japanese 
industry with direct local access to the 
world's most powerful and economical 
data processing service." 

The new offering is managed locally 
by Dentsu Advertising, Ltd. and culmi- 
nates efforts begun in 1969 by General 
Electric. 

OPSS NOW ON MARK Ill 
LINK TO JAPAN COMPLETE BACKGROUND 

The Japanese link to GE's worldwide 
data processing network officially opened 
for commercial customers on April 18. 

Speaking to Japanese businessmen at 
the inauguration of the new service, Dr. 
George J. Feeney, vice president and 
general manager of the Information 
Services Business Division, remarked that 
this expansion of the network meets two 
important needs. 

"First, it  provides an indispensable 
tool for the management of multinational 
firms by permitting geographically dis- 
tributed access to common data files and 
computer programs," Dr. Feeney said. 

General Purpose Simulation System - 
GPSS 111 - has been added to Mark I11 
background. Called GESIMTEL, it offers 
almost unlimited capacity and represents 
a considerable cost savings over fore- 
ground implementation. 

Accepted as the most widely used 
simulation language in industry, GPSS is 
designed to analyze the work flow of 
almost any business or industry. With it, a 
user can set up a model of his current 
operations including facilities, employees, 
and schedules. From this model he may 
then identify bottlenecks, inefficient 
operating procedures or time delays. 

Once a problem area is spotted, the 
user can then try various methods to 
eliminate it. Since the experimentation is 
done on the computer, the expense and 
possible embarrassment of real life exper- 
imentation is eliminated. The program is 
also useful in spotting trouble areas in 
beginning new operations or introducing 
new products. 

Extensive background experience is 
unnecessary with GESIMTEL since the 
program operates in foreground to drive 
the job in background. 

Contact your local account repre- 
sentative for further information on 
GESIMTEL. 



Partners in 
lnnovat ion 

In looking back over the last seven or eight years at the development 
of our information services business, one has to be impressed by the 
innovative partnership that has developed between GE and its cus- 
tomers. We were the first company to recognize the benefits of 
providing individual users with access to centralized computer power 
and to frame this as a commercial offering. We were the first to 
implement an international network, marrying eornmunications and 
computers to provide unparalleled power and flexibility in the solution 
of important distributed data processing applications. We were also the 
first to c o m r u d y  offer interactive and batch processing in a single 
integrated service. 

We recognize, though, that General Electric did not single-handedly 
produce these advances. Ow partners in innovation have been our 
customers. It has been your requirements, your imaginative application 
of the service to solve your technical and business problems that has 
provided a constant pressure for increased scope and sophistication. 
Milestone applications in order entry and fmandal consolidation, in 
inventory control and construction management have resulted in new 
language capabilities, the ability to create customized user interfaces, 
increased control capabilities, and other features too numerous to 
mention. 

For example, this Leader issue cites three examples of innovative 
uses of our service. In addition, customers made significant contribu- 
tions in the design and test of the new financial analysis language just 
released on Mark 111 service. Their comments and a description of the 
language are also detailed in this issue of Leader. The new system 
enhancements package previewed is still another example of product 
features which have been developed to meet our common requirements. 

It is our belief that the success of GE's information service is based = 

largely on this beneficial interaction between company and customer - 
a dialogue that has resulted in the expansion of GE's service to meet 
almost any business data processing need, almost anywhere in the 
world. 

As partners in innovation, GE and its customers are combining to 
break new ground in discorering ways to change the shape of business 
in today's world through innovative uses of remote data processing. 

qkBr ! 

Paul W. Sage 
General Manager 
Information Services Sales Dept. 

,, 
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NETWORK HONES COMPETITIVE EDGE 
FOR THREE FIRMS 

Leadership i n  information logistics comes in many forms. The following 
pages illustrate three examples where the GE Network is providing the 
wnipetit ive edge, the extra opportunity o r  the resource that adds u p  to 
success in the marketplace. These range f rom a relatively small company 
util izing the network t o  compete successfully w i th  larger manufacturers 
while, a t  the same time, providing itself w i th  an attractive source of 
additional revenue; t o  atlarge international concern, where the network is 
providing the means o f  keeping track o f  inventory o n  three continents. 

CITIES SERVICE CO. - through i ts  
Plastics and Special Products Division, is 
perfecting a means o f  saving dollars for 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g  subsidiaries through 
company-wide processing. A t  the same 
time, subsidiaries can give their parent 
corporation a better look a t  their opera- 
tions b y  dual-accessing o f  data via Mark 
I I I service. 

STAR SHIPPING 
STAR SHIPPING CO. - a mult i -  

national concern based i n  Bergen, Nor- 
way, has, through Marine Management 
Systems o f  Stamford, Conn., util ized 
Mark I I I service t o  schedule cargo and ' 
vessels around the world. The results have 
cut  shipping times and order routing 
problems. Soon, the company wi l l  be 
using timesharing t o  examine overall 
p ro f i t ab i l i t y  o f  individual maritime 
operations. 

HYDRO AIR ENGINEERING 
H Y D R O  A IR  ENGINEERING - 

manufacturer o f  automation machinery 
and fastners for houses now has two  new 
and valuable services t o  sell t o  their 
growing l ist o f  customers. Computer pro- 
grams are available i n  the f ield t o  design 
lumber trusses, and t o  fabricate com- 
pleted trusses using a minimum of  mater- 
ials. This expertise is now being in- 
expensively marketed overseas via GE's 
international network. 
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CITIES SERVICE 

- -ig-'i, 3 
'I - A ' '- Multi-company housekeeping ... 

by network 

Keeping close tabs on subsidiaries 
while trying to cut their costs is a neat 
trick for any corporation, but Mark I11 
has been utilized in exactly this way by a 
Cities Service Company division. In an 
innovative solution to multi-company 
housekeeping, Cities Service has solved 
the processing needs of one unit and the 
input and report needs of another, both 
at the same time, in a solution tailor- 
made for this diversified division. 

The Plastics and Special Products 
Division of Cities Service Co. is using 
Mark I11 foreground services to keep 
track of subsidiary operations while at 
the same time, providing for many of the 
processing needs of a subsidiary. As an 

The secret to the system is simultan- 
eous access to shared files. This enables 
Cities Service to provide programming 
support, regardless of the particular 
program involved. More importantly, i t  
makes it  possible for Albi to enter data 
for a system such as sales analysis on a 
profit model, that can also be accessed 
and utilized at the higher level. "Through 
this system," Wood commented, "we've 
been able to get more timely and 
thorough sales and profit analysis." 

"In terms of actual ptofis for CYties Senice, the use of inf~rrmrtion d d o p s d  thmlrgh 
the Mark service has inmeused our d n g s  by at l w t  half a million d d b  - and I 

woukl sqy tiurt's a very c o m t l v e  estimate '̂  

example,-Albi Mfg. Co., make; of fire 
retardant coatings and mastics, partici- 
pates in this system, and has even been 
able to move some functions, such as 
billing, out of the headquarters, and into 
the subsidiary office where a small staff 
with intimate product knowledge is 
better prepared to handle any problems 
which arise. 

Moreover, as the majority of program- 
ming is developed and entered from the 
terminals at Cities Service, the need for 
highly sophisticated data processing 
personnel at Albi has been eliminated 
with considerable cost savings. "In terms 
of actual profits for Cities Service," said 
Phil Wood, Vice President, Plastics and 
Special Products Division, "the use of 
information developed through the Mark 
111 service has increased our earnings by 
at least half a million dollars - and I 
would say that's a very conservative 
fwre." 

At the heart of the shared data system 
is billing entry. Upon receipt and process- 
ing of an order phoned in by the Cities 
Service field sales force, Albi enters the 
basic information into the system - what 
the order was, who it and the 
price. "For the subsidiaries we serve," 
Wood said, "this system has given them a 
far be t te r  knowledge about their 
businesses. " 

The system program then auto- 
matically adds the freight and tax calcula- 
tion, sales office coding, the invoicing 
number and extends the invoice, etc. The 
billings are printed out at the Cities 
Service terminal in invoice format with 
multiple copies for Mbi, the customer, 
the Cities Service accounting office and 
such other offices or units as may be 
desired. 



Additional data from the invoices is 
I also generated at the corporate terminals 

at Cities Service for such uses as profit 
I and loss, etc. 

Within Mark III Foreground, however, 
the information is retained in selected 
files ranging from sales and commissions 
to product codes. On command then, the 
system is able to print out reports, or in 
the case of the product codes - book 
inventory. Regular reports are prepared 
monthly including year-to-date data, 
while interim reports are available daily. 

Similar systems have also been 
developed by the Plastics and Special 
Products Division of Cities Service for use 
by other components. The division is also 
able to mix parts of the data from the 
various files to gain an immediate insight 
into its operations as a whole. "The 
individual subsidiaries might have been 
able to obtain this business information 
through another method," Wood said, 
"but any that we studied would have 
been prohibitively costly. Mark I11 service 
made the system possible." 

The total system is designed to make it  
easy for field personnel use, both for 
their own purposes and as part of the 
division's overall program. Different user 
numbers and file code words auto- 
matically prevent one unit from in- 
advertantly breaking into another's dat- 
base. 

Currently, the entire system is on 
Mark 111 Foreground, or entirely within 
the timesharing mode. With time, as the 
data bases grow, much of the computa- 
tions can be moved to Background for 
even greater efficiency and cost 
reduction. 

Network guides 
shipper on 
prof itable 

STAR SHIPPING 

For a global maritime company such 
as Star Shipping, A/S, accurate knowl- 
edge of cargo locations, destinations, 
space availability, and route timing are 
critical to profitability. Maintaining that 
knowledge via a standard communica- 
tions system was becoming unmanageable 
last year with the growth of the service, 
and so, Star commissioned Marine Man- 
agement Systems, Inc., of Stamford, 
Conn., to determine what new generation 
of service would be required to meet 
Star's growth. Their answer - a global 
information processing system, un- 
bothered by time zones or languages, or 
starting a costly data processing depart- 
ment within the company. 

The resuit; according to Marine Man- 
agement's president Eugene Story, has 
been an innovative unique cargo booking 
operatian which is far ahead of other 
shipping companies and gives the global 
company an increasingly better look at its 
own profitability. Already, this system 
has begun returning its investment to 
Star. 

Until last November, Star operated 
entirely with a standard com~nications 
system, which fed data from the com- 
pany's North American, European, and 
Japanese offiaes into headquarters in Nor- 
way. This system became increasingly 
impractical as Star grew, until finally, 
cargo tonnage estimating and vessel 
scheduling were being made - on in- 
sufficient ,information. 

The challenge Star pr-esented to Marine 
Management was to provide a total 
information system wbich wodd meet 
Star's demands for exact information 
everywhere, at any time, and at the same 
time, be a tool to help the day-to-day 
operation at each office. Mark JJI service, 
according to S t d e  Kolbeinsen, Manager 
of Information System at Star, has met 
that challenge. "We are totally satisfied 
with our Mark JJI service," he says. "So 
far, it has been everything we expected, 
a d  we expected excellence." 

The result has been a two step system, 
designed for Star. The first step has been 
in operation for just under six months. 
The program is a tailored version of one 
of Marine Management's systems de- 
veloped over the past four years. 

For Star, profitability is found by 
managing two necessities - making the 
minimum number of port calls to fill the 
ship, and making those calls to fit the 
customer needs. The prime requirement 
to Star is instant accessibility to a multi- 
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tude of variable information. Before, 
daily reports were sent to headquarters in 
Bergen, and a weekly status report on 
cargo booked was issued. Now, decisions 
are made in a matter of minutes based on 
continuously updated information. 

Order entries are made in much the 
same way as an airline reservation is 
made. Most orders generally come from 
the West Coast, usually Vancouver or San 
Francisco. 

The cargo booking expediter must be 
able to receive bookings from the ship- 
pers for shipments between specified 

ports within a given time period. Star has 
developed a special type vessel that moves 
cargo very efficiently in the shortest 
possible time but the system is dependent 
on accurate assignment of cargo and 
vessel schedules. To do this the booking 
expediter must know the space avail- 
ability and vessel schedule almost instan- 
taneously and make adjustments to meet 
the demands. "One of the greatest 
advantages to us has been that GE's 
information network has given our 
branch offices greater autonomy and 
authority, while we can monitor more 

easily the actions they take," said 
Kolbeinsen. "We can look over their 
shoulders, and it gives us far more time to 
intercede effectively in the event of 
problems." 

Similarly, the scheduling agent in 
Bergen can now use the information 
network to judge alternative impacts of 
an additional port call, the desirability of 
re-routing another vessel to a location to 
split a cargo load, etc. 

Just beginning is a second step: a 
system whereby Star can take an instant 
look at the projected profitability of any 
given voyage, as well as judging the actual 
profit or loss of a just-completed cargo. ! 
This is done by calculating the time 
required and vessel operating costs for 
various alternative schedules and com- 
bining them with net cargo revenues. "We 
began in information management by * :  
placing a reasonable portion of our busi- 
ness - cargo scheduling - onto Mark 111 

a service." commented -~olbeinsen. "We 1 
1 did it' that way - instead of a total 

commitment - because we wanted to be 
sure that this was the best thing for us. , 
Now, we feel we're confident in placing 
more work into the computer." 

This system 1s already being used to 
plot the most profitable ports of call, and 
to determine instantly whether a given 
voyage will produce a profit or a loss. A 
valuable adjunct to the system is the ' 

ability to run statistical d y s i s  of the 
port operations. In the fast moving rnari- 
time industry, with global access a prime 
requirement, Star Shipping is an innova- 
tive leader in utilizing remote data 
processing and that leadership is paying 
off in increased profit and better servi~e 
to its customers. 

"There seems to be no end to the uses 
for  the computer system, said 
Kolbeinsen. "We are currently investiga- 
ting several new possibilities which will 
take us beyond the range of what we had 
initially expected." 



HYDRO AIR ENGINEERING 

Building a sumessful marketing 
strategy in a fisld as competitive as 
construction materids Is no easy task, but 
for Hydro Air Engitzeering of St. Louis, 

I GE' s Mark UI infarmation network has 
' proven to be just the tool. 
1 As a manufacturer of automated truss 

machinery and connector plates, Hydro 
Air has found a competitive edge in using 
timesharing to offer truss fabricators a 
low cost service to design and build 
trusses, By making this engineering ex- 
pertise available to customers, Hydro Air 
has built up its reputation, and conse- 

. quently, its sales. 
Hydro Air's formula is a simple one: 

[ use GE's information network to save the 
truss fabricator valuable days or weeks 
between the time truss designs are needed 
and when such designs* are usually re- 
ceived in the field. In construction. lost 
days at the building site can mean the 
difference between profit and loss. 

Providing fabricators with complex 
truss designs isn't new in the industry, 
but until now, designs have spent as long 
as several weeks in the mails and on the 
drafting tables at manufacturers. Now, 
the customer can have a completed design 
in seconds, and it's built around Hydro 
Air's own specifications. 

"With GE Mark I11 service, we're able 
to give accurate designs, cutting schedules 
and estimating information on the spot," 
says Lou Lewis, manager-sales for Hydro 
Air. "Our customers tell us they have a 
far better feel for our building systems, 
and as long as we have their confidence, 
they'll keep coming back to us for pro- 
ducts and service." 

Hydro Air is a reIative newcomer to 
GE's information network; a convert 
from another company which couldn't 
meet Hydro Air's expansion require- 
ments. "There's no doubt in my mind 
that the changeover was woith it," 
commented Assistant R&D Director Bob 

Marketing 
to contractors 

via 
the network 

For Hydro Air's customers, local 
access means no more long distance calls 
to gain entry onto the system. To sales' 
manager Lewis, that was the key sturn- 
bling block to expanding customer usage. 
Now, local access in nearly 300 North 
American cities has allowed Hydro Air to 
take their product and service story 
around the country in the form of 
seminars held in key regional cities. These 
seminars, though just started, have 
already begun bringing in new customers 
at the rate of three or four each week. 

International access has also meant 
new European business for Hydro Air. 
Customers throughout Europe are now 
being serviced through the company's 
subsidiary in England. 

'"Through Mark 111," said Havlin, "we 

are able to provide our European cus- 
tomers with the same engineering service 
without having to duplicate our staff at 
another location. This means that now we 
can have an edge anywhere in the world, 
and I'm sure that as GE's information 
network expands, we'll be close behind." 

In a few short years, Hydro Air has 
built an industry reputation as a market- 
ing leader through the use of time- 
sharing, and yet this growth role has 
eased rather than strained their eaneer:. 
ing capabilities. .. . . ', . ' .. .- . 

* 
"Ninety percent of 5u r  engineering 

applications are already on-line and 
immediately accessible," said Havlin. 
"Mark 111 gives us a chance to concen- 
trate on the remaining ten percent where 
the engineer is really in a bind." I 

Havlin. "We now have the competitive .' 
edge - local access and an international " ' ~ ' s m W t i n  ~ y d d  wP;lrs---~~*& % " ~ m m  
scope? c a w ? p ~ u a ~  - i!am#t4z4?ea~d ump& m. I 

I 
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April 26. 1973 

I k v e  used FkI; to  buila a f i n s n c h l  mo8e1 of O b  which produces 
pro-form balance eheets, eources aad uses of orsh statements, a@ 
ratio  analysis reports. F a  bas enabled me to  format the output 
so that it resembles our rsgulas financial 8tattaenta whioh 
faci l i tates  compazison. In a m t i o n ,  I have M e  mjm structural 
changes in  the nodel rpith a min imum amount of time and effort. 

I am pleased with the program. I t  gives ae We flexibi l i ty  of 
FORTRAN, plus greatly simplifying the output fomatting task. 

Sincerely, 

C. &okson Snyder 
Manager - Financial Planning 

As the financial analyst and controller for my division, I use 
FAL as a tool to assist me in determining the financial feasi- 
bility of cur medical office building developments. To date I 
have constructed two models: One model is used for cash flow 
forecasting over the life of the project construction and rent- 
up phases. Elements of the model compute construction loan 
draws, architect's fees, interest costs, time-phased receipts 
and expenditures, and total project cost displays. 

' The second model is used to evaluate operating income and ex- 
penses for the completed project, operating cash flow, and 
debt, equity, sales price and project profits, all on various 
rental rate assmnptions. 

Prior to writing these FAL models, I had 
puter programming and had not worked with 
computer languages. My experience in accounting and financial 
matters provided the principal discipline necessary to under- 
stand and use PAL. 

I would say that PAL really does a job for us. It saves 
of routine "numbers crunching", provides a finished report 

easy to use. 
format, and has, after a short fdliariaation period, been * 
I especially like the ease with which I can write or modify a 
program to meet special project needs since each of our pro- 
jects has soane unique financial feature. 

Paul, I expect to be using FAL for solre time and to emand its 
applications to cur business 

Warm regards, 

EEALTH FACILITY DEVELQPERS 
Division of Kaiser Btna 

~ h o d s  E. Bradner 

'HWILB 
Controller 

2160 V M a  Shot -O&1.n4 Calllwnlm M6M -(41S) 2716170 
kiting ~ d n r  -P.o. son tm 11 



OSCO DRUG, INC. 
&a&m Ojke 5030 CvUnion L M m ,  Prankli~( Park, IUi& 60131 A r s  Coda 312 5894500 

April 4. 1973 

FAL is an entirely nev concept fo r  Osco D N ~ ,  sinfe d l  of our T h  
Sharing system have been progrzmmed in FORTRAU IV i n  the past. We 
decided to use PAL to aid our Real Estate department in euch applications 
a. Profi t  6 Loss Statemeslts. ROI Flows. Cash Flows and other financial 
statements. 

In  wrklag with PAL I have found i t  easy to use and s traight  fonmrd to  
understand, not only from a progrsrmning standpoint, but aloo from a 
users point of view. PAL has been beneficial to  me as  a p rogrmer  
in saving me a considerable amount of programing hours, which has a 
direct effect on the users as  f a r  a s  costs are  c o n c e d .  PAL is also 
beneficial to users since they can do their  o m  program chawes once 
the program is completed, plus the fac t  that standard G.E. commands a re  
used, so the user doesn't have to  learn a new set of c d s .  

When we f i r s t  atarted using PAL, we thought of using i t  exclusively 
for  Real Estate, but a f t e r  worldng with it, We have found it has 
definite possibi l i t ies  fo r  other financial applications. 

I just  have one parting copmaeut. and that i s  that  I have enjoyed wrking 
with PAL and hope t o  do more with it i n  the future. 

Sincere&y. --, dl'"'' ' 
Karen Jaml in  

Gentlemen: 

I would like to take this opportunity to conuaent on our usage 
and evaluation of your Financial Analysis Language. 

Approximately one year ago we began the task of writing our 
financial planning model, the output of which would take the 
form of three pro-forme financial reports. After trying to 
use two other business oriented languages, we became a GE 
time sharing user in order to avail ourwlves of BAG. 

After initial familiarization, we were able to adapt FAG to 
our specific use in a very short amount of time. We were 
especially pleased with the ease of use and flexibility of 
the language in the presentation and manipulation of columnar 
data. 

We have found FAL to be easily adaptable to sophisticated 
financial applications. We are currently writing two more 
models in FAG, and are confident that the language will con- 
tinue to meet our programing needs. 

FAL has worked out extremely well for us, and I would not 
hesitate to recommend its use to other financial institutions. 

Sincerely, 



I new and revised 
documentation I 

A SUMMARY OF RECENTLY ISSUED OR REVISED REFERENCE MANUALS, USER GUIDES AND 
RELATED DOCUMENTS: YOUR ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE CAN PROVIDE THE COPIES YOU NEED. 

Command mrn (3501 -01I-I). Revised February, 1973. 
Both an introductory and a reference document, contains basic 
concepts of system usage, overview of system features and 
capabilities, instructions for terminal operations, and a diction- 
ary including rules and syntax for all system commands and 
features. New items in revision include f ie  conversions via 
MEDIA command; Commands from Files (CMF); expanded 
information on fdes, including new file types and character- 
istics; and an appendix of character conversion tables. 

Editing Commands (3400.01E). Describes the Foreground 
editors: EDIT for h e  and fde editing, TEDIT for string editing, 
and EDIT RUNOFF for text formatting. Contains elementary 
section on most commonly used functions. Other sections give a 
reference summary of all editing commands, complete descrip- 
tions of the three editors, and an alphabetical listing of all error 
messages with explanations. March revision incorporates a new 
elementary introduction to EDIT RUNOFF for the typist, plus 
explanations of the EDIT TAB and TEDIT X (exit) commands. 

FORTRAN IV (3102.01A). Another March revision. In- 
corporates use of core image files and overlays, $LINK and 
$USE, string processing capabilities, NULLIFY and NAME- 
LIST, expanded list of fde 110 error codes, intialization via 
TYPE statements, and description of chaining to programs in 
other user numbers. Manual serves as a learning vehicle as well as 
a reference document for experienced users; covers all FIV 
language functions, operations, execution, control, 110, sub- 
routines, plus system and compiler control. 

FORTRAN IV System Routines (3 104.01B). Provides 
descriptions of routines that can be used to improve FIV 
program creation and execution. The March revision contains 
extensive descriptions of recently released subroutines for string 
handling, translating to and from IBM 360 data formats, new 
110 routines, and the CALL SCRAM encode and decode 
routines. 

FIV Sorting Routines (3 104.1 1). An advance-release docu- 
ment, introducing new sorting routines - PSORT, RSORT, 
MSORT1, and MERGEM. Also includes explanations of existing 
FIV sort routines - QUICK and SHELL. 

BASIC (3200.01E). Contains complete description of BASIC; 
includes sections on fundamental elements of the language, 
development of example program, advanced features such as use 
of external data fies, matrix operations, and various other 
functions. All error messages are listed and explained in an 
appendix. February's revision includes new material on OPTION 
NOCHECK, the WARN subroutine; FILER and FILEW state- 
ments; unbuffered random binary f ie  110; CMP, LCP, LFP, 
LOC$, and UPC$ functions; plus new Independent Run codes. 

Administrative User (3502.01 A). Describes validation con- 
trols, Project Activity Reporting (PAR) and Administrative 
Budget Control (ABC). This new manual replaces Adrninistra- 
tive User booklets and the ABC System supplement. Both an 
instructional guide and a reference source with self-contained 
descriptions of each validation command and PAR subroutine 
call; overview and syntax summaries; fully annotated terminal 
sessions. 

MARK II I Service Foreground*Background Interface 
(2000.01A). A revised edition containing descriptions of Back- 
ground fie access errors and procedures for splitting large fdes 
returned from Background. Presents vital information for 
Background processing via Foreground interactive control. 

FLEXlMlS (5603.01A). A major rewrite of GE's Flexible 
Management Information System user guide. Incorporates in- 
formtion in previous supplements. Provides consistent method 
of presentation, a "getting started" section, a Zpage reference 
table for each module. For advanced users an overall capa- 
bilities chart and section on advanced techniques have been 
added. 

Financial Analysis Language (5103.15A). This new user 
guide describes fast and flexible finandal report production 
with FAL. Programming expertise is not essential; but with FIV, 
FAL capabilities are almost unlimited. Manual features an 
easy-to-use introductory section; chapters on constructing a 
model, execution, operation, and advanced features; and exten- 
sively annotated examples. 

GETURN (5304.22A). This numerical control user guide has 
been reissued with numerous updates and changes to reflect 
current software. 

Software Library Index (5001.OZB). Update of the Applica- 
tions Program Library Index. Lists all on-line application 
programs and related documents; this revision includes system 
and language processors and routines, Background applications 
and related publications. 

Vombul#y Cards: A new vocabulary card for Administra- 
tive User Commands (3502.05). Revised cards reflecting new 
reference manuals - System and Edit Commands (3501.02B), 
FORTRAN N Language Elements (3101.04A), and BASIC 
Language (3200.02B). 

Publications Price List (402.01C). A pocket-size folder list- 
ing available technical documents (i.e., reference manuals and 
user guides) in numerical order. Includes prices; updated as of 
April 1,1973. 



NEW 
FEATURES 
PREVlNV 

This summer a new service package 
will be brought up on the GE system The 
m y  new additions to the system 
language and software will even further 
improve business application of the GE 
Network, while expanded high speed 
service capabilities will make the offering 
very attractive if you are already using or 
thinking about implementing high speed 
service. LEADER is previewing these new 
system improvements so that you can 
plan to take advantage of them as soon as 
they are on the system 

Full documentation will be off the 
presses, ready for your use, by mid-year. 
You can place your order for it now by 
contacting your local GE account repre- 
sentative, or by checking the LEADER 
reply card, box 575. 

BASIC UPDATES 
The original language of timesharing 

has come a long way since the 17 
commands of its fust release. Although it 
still retains its traditional ease of use, 
BASIC has become a powerful interactive 
language with over 200 commands and 
functions. 

More features are to be added in 
mid-year. For instance, a double pre  
cision feature will be at your disposal. 
Nineteen usable digit positions will 
permit your programs to handle veFy 
large numbers and maintain greater pre- 
cision throughout computations. Dollar 
and cents values up to 17 digits will be 
accommodated. 

And that's not all. Modifications and 
additions to BASIC's much-used print 
using capability will enable you to format 
reports with greater convenience. You'll 
be able to easily insert standard familiar 
symbols, such as plus and minus signs, 
debit and credit abbreviations, asterisks, 
commas, etc., making your printed out- 
put more readily understood. 

PAPER TAPE I/O 
With the new features, you'll be able 

to initiate paper tape activity under pro- 
gram control. 

FIP' new picture adit wiU giw GboC Faster and more efficient than the 
like output editing capability for previous method, a new CALL command 
Qwinessapp-ll~. subroutine will allow your running pro- 

gram to turn on the paper tape reader, 
read data into a temporary file, and allow 
that fde to be accessed by your program 
This operation can be repeated as re- 
quired. 

The capability also permits tapes to be 
punched with the same convenient flexi- 
bility, in effect, giving you another 
secondary peripheral storage device. 

Already considered the most upto- 
date interactive FORTRAN IV available, 
FIV will have many new features which, 
among other things, will improve your 
output readability and will simplify 110 
and string handling. 

F W s  new picture edit will give 
Cobol-like output editing capability to 
your business applications. You'll get the 
convenience of floating currency 
symbols, check protection mers, im- 
bedded commas, and trailing creditldebit 
sign indicators - all features which 
should improve the readability of your 
painted output. 

The capability for reading and writing 
records of unknown length will be added 
for users with large amounts of 110. 
You'll be able to treat your binary 
random, sequential and ASCII fdes in the 
Same manner. 

With international applications you'll 
find good use for the new Greenwich- 
Mean-Time functions. Four new sub- 
routines will provide fledbility in GMT- 
oriented times and dates to suit a variety 
of needs for international reporting and 
data consolidation. 

In business and accounting applica- 
tions, new Julian data functions will 
make it easy to determine the exact 
number of days between January 1,1950 
and January 1,1999. 

Core image file users should know that 
your fdes will periodically become ob- 
solete, due to system changes, and require 
reloading. To remind you to reload these 
fdes on time, a new capability will date 
the fdes at the time of initial loading and 
will automatically signal you of the need 
to reload for three months in advance of 
the cut-off date. 

Other new conveniences include 
routines for moving and manipulating 
data, additional debugging aides and im- 
provements in handling inputloutput 
operations. 



New changes in the command system 
are going to make it even easier to use the 
GE Network. 

For example, the familiar OLD com- 
mand will no longer be needed with 
RUN. You1 be able to simply enter 
RUN (FILE NAME) and your program 
will execute. 

New convenient methods of obtaining 
catalog information will be added. The 
form of MDS (MASTER DESCRIBE) will 
be altered to give you the ability to 
output into a file the current state of 
your entire catalog. There it can be read, 
rearranged, or edited by your own FIV 
statements, or you can make use of 
another new feature, the EDIT 
CATALOG command. 

EDIT CATALOG will give you an easy 
method of arranging and retaining file 
storage information in the form most 
convenient for you. At your choice, it  
will arrange the data alphabetically by file 
name, by date of last access, or by date of 
last modification. 

BACKGROUND RMS 
Users of MARK I11 Background will 

soon be able to enjoy the economy 
and convenience of REMOTE MEDIA 
SERVICE (RMS) formerly available only 
in Foreground. 

~ e w -  enhancements will give you the 
ability to efficiently enter large amounts 
of data from magnetic tape or punched 
cards. Similarly, you may choose to 
receive volume output in cards, magnetic 
tape, or printed form, This will be par- 
ticularly efficient if your fdes are resident 
only in Background or if you do not wish 
to transfer large amounts of data through 
the Foreground. 

SPEED 
High speed service modifications in- 

clude more comprehensive error check- 
ing, improved operator intervention 
options, and more complete session 
statistics printed at the terminal. Also, if 
you have a Mohawk 2400 terminal, you'll 
be able to use it on the system. 

In addition, if you commit to use 
$2000 per month of high-speed service, 
GE will supply you with a high-speed 
terminal at no charge. 

+ 
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m I 
I PUBLICATIONS ORDER FORM I 
I I 
I I 
I (Note: This literature is descriptive in nature, not instructional. I 
I I 
m I : Contact your local GE account representative if documentation i s  desired) : 
I I 
m I I 
Z r - 
I 

: 617 GESIMTEL (5504.04) 
I 

449 International Information (0700.00) 
: 17 FAL(5103.17) 311 Documentation Price List (402.01) 
: 502 Files and Storage (910-04) 499 TermiNet 300 Tenninal(1106.00) 

556 Order Entry (930.01) 246 International Access Directory (1401.01) 
: 498 Righ Speed Service (3910.00) 575 Mark I11 New Service Capabilities 
: 503 Customer Service Desk (6500.01) 
I 

(200.18) 
I 

I m 
I I Hold my order until New Service Manual available. 
I 
I : Mail to: 
I : General Electric Co. 
: Information S e ~ c e s  Document Center 
I : 6625 Ironplace 

Springfield, Virginia 221 51 
I - 
I : Name 
I I - 
I : company I 

I 
I I 
I I m 

Street I I 

I I 
I I 

State Zip 
I : City I 

I I I = I 



% p i ~ , d ? q ~ e n t  Center 
orrmah 
bid, Virginia 22 161 

THIRD CLASS MAIL 

It's perishable 
General Electric's 

TermiNet* 300 printers deliver 
data up to three times as fast 

as conventional equipment 

When you're communicating The kind of quietness and f lexibi~~n/ 
data, and it's not at your computer when you want to get the most for your dollar 
you need it, it's practically worthless. invested. It's quieter than a standard 
That's why deta communication typewriter. . . place it where the 
equipment must be fast. . . reliably fast. action is. Over 20 o~t ions  can be added ---.- 

to keep you up-to-iate with your If your data are becoming 
General Electric's electronic system changes. Good reasons why perishable thingd, write or call your local 

TermiNet printers give you the kind of 10,000 TermiNet printers have been GE account representative for detailed 
reliability you need to keep you on line. sold to date. ,, - Jn_formation on TermiNet printers. 
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